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Achieving the award 

Each setting will have an evaluation visit by 2 of the team. This will look at the evidence presented by 

the setting and match it to the pdnet Standards. The setting’s action plan will be evaluated and the 

setting will be asked to supply both an evaluated action plan and a new action plan for the coming 

year. Detailed written feedback will be given to the setting using the Evidence Checker Form. This 

will be moderated by the team in a team meeting and the setting will be informed whether or not 

they have been successful in achieving the award.  

 

Year 1 and 2 post award: Action plan years 

The setting will submit an evaluated action plan from the previous year and a new action plan for 

the coming year. This will usually be in the Summer Term. Once these have been received, the 

setting will be emailed to inform them whether they can continue to hold the award for the next 

year. There is support available from the Physical & Medical Team for settings if they need help to 

identify future priorities. If settings submit action plans that lack detail or are too brief these will be 

sent back and support given to develop them further. 

 

Year 3 post award: Reaccreditation year 

The setting will submit the evaluated action plan from the year and a new action plan for the coming 

year. They will be asked to look back at the pdnet Standards and comment on progress made in 

relation to the standard reflecting on their initial assessment. A joint evaluation visit by 2 of the 

team will take place, using the same format in the Evidence Checker Form. Detailed written 

feedback will be given using the Evidence Checker Form. This will be moderated by the team in a 

team meeting and the setting will be informed whether or not they have been successful in 

achieving the award. If successful, the cycle will begin again and the setting will continue to submit 

action plans in line with the detail above.  

 

 


